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Wealth Inequality in the Long Run: 
What We Know and Do Not Know

1. Large reduction of income inequality in the West over 1800-2020 
period (especially between 1910 & 1990): very successful rise of social-
democratic societies (welfare state & progressive income taxation)

2. We also see a long-run reduction of wealth inequality over the same 
period, but it has been much more limited (very small bottom 50% share): 
need for progressive wealth taxation & minimum inheritance?

3. Did wealth inequality rise significantly over 1500-1800 period, or was 
it more or less stable at very high levels? Maybe we do not fully know yet





























3. Did wealth inequality rise significantly over 1500-1800 period, or was 
it more or less stable at very high levels? Maybe we do not fully know yet

Lots of good reasons why wealth inequality might have risen over 1500-
1800 (or even over 1500-1914): rise of centralized state controlled by the 
wealthy elite, new possibilities for capital accumulation in large territories 
and colonial empires, etc. (see work by Alfani & others)

But reduction of status-based nobility privileges in 18c-19c, slow rise of 
social mobility & educational opportunities could have led to inequality ↓

→ Maybe the two forces balance each other & lead to pretty stable wealth 
inequality at very high levels (≈ France 1780-1914)



But reduction of status-based nobility privileges in 18c-19c, slow rise 
of social mobility & educational opportunities could also have led to a 
slow decline in wealth concentration over time

→ Maybe the two forces balance each other & lead to pretty stable 
wealth inequality at very high levels (≈ France 1780-1914)





Methodological issues: property registers & probate records only record 
those with property; we need very good census data to make sure that we 
properly register the existence of propertyless individuals

In 19c France, inheritance tax is supposed to be universal, but half of the 
decedents are missing. It is critical to have excellent census and Etat-civil 
data to correct for this

In 16c-18c, maybe we miss large parts of the urban poor or rural poor

In case bottom 50% wealth shares in 1500-1800 were really higher than 
today, who are these urban and rural poor with property, what do they 
own and what do they do? 
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